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OLD FASHIONED TIRES for logging equipment lean against a tree near the Forestry Building. The wheels of the 
hlgh-wheeler, a device for dragging logs over rough ground, have been dismantled lor repair. (Montana Kaimln 
photo by Bob VonDrachek.)
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M o v e  t o  D i v i s i o n  I 
c o u l d  c o s t  $ 3 0 , 0 0 0
By GARY WIENS
Montana Kalmin Reporter
Coal, solar heat 
may warm UM
Athletic spending at the University 
of Montana will Increase by about 
$30,000 - $50,000 If UM decides to 
enter NCAA Division I competition, 
UM Athletic Director Harley Lewis 
said yesterday.
UM presently spends about 
$415,368 yearly on Intercollegiate 
athletics. The figure does not include 
fee waivers and coaches’ salaries.
Lewis said that most of the in­
creased spending would be on the 
minor sports, which would be re­
quired, if UM goes to Division I, to in­
crease competition and to increase 
the number of scholarships currently 
given minor sports athletes.
The specific sports which would 
have to be upgraded, Lewis said, are 
skiing, wrestling, golf and tennis.
Action Pending
Lewis said that the Big Sky 
Conference, of which UM is a 
member, has not definitely decided 
to move from Division II to Division I 
status because it wants to see what 
action the NCAA will take at its an­
nual convention in January.
“There are several things on the 
NCAA's agenda," Lewis said, “which 
have the potential to affect the Big 
Sky Conference."
Two conflicting plans proposed to 
the NCAA have clouded the future of 
athletic programs at UM, Lewis said, 
forcing the Big Sky Conference to 
take a “ look and see" attitude.
Under one plan, regulations would 
be changed in order to make more 
schools eligible to compete in foot­
ball with Division I status. Currently, 
he said, UM and all Big Sky schools 
except Idaho compete in Division II 
of the three-tiered structure. Idaho 
competes in Division I because its 
schedule includes a number of 
Division I opponents.
Too Expensive
The Big Sky Conference council of 
presidents last week passed a 
resolution supporting that proposal,
which could eventually lead the 
conference into D ivision I 
competition. The move was opposed 
by UM President Richard Bowers, 
who reflected UM fears that Division 
I status would make it too expensive 
for UM to compete in the Big Sky 
Conference.
Under another plan, supported by 
UM, a new division would be created.
That division, to be known as 
Division IA, would allow the Big Sky 
Conference to upgrade the caliber of 
its opponents without facing a mas­
sive increase in costs. However, the 
proposal would have to be passed by 
the NCAA.
If the NCAA does not pass either of 
these proposals, Lewis said, the Big 
Sky Conference would probably 
continue to play football in Division 
II.
Lewis said although UM is “com­
mitted" to staying in the Big Sky 
Conference, it would have to “play a 
waiting game” to determine if the in­
creased costs would be worth 
competing in Division I.
Lewis said the “danger” was that 
many of the "richer" schools in the 
Big Sky Conference would bring 
"pressure” on the other schools by 
increasing funding for football.
Choose Position
Lewis said the Division IA plan 
proposed would allow each school to 
choose its position or level of 
competition according to the 
amount of money it spends.
If such a plan is adopted, Lewis 
said, the Big Sky Conference would 
have the "potential to achieve it 
without spending a great deal.”
Lewis said UM would only have to 
Increase its present athletic 
scholarships by about five from the 
100 scholarships it now gives.
He said the other increased cost 
would be in the number of football 
players required to go to out-of-town 
games. There would be ah increase, 
he said, from the45 players currently 
going on travel squads to about 50 
players.
Lewis said that under the plan to
move to Division I there would be 
more of a commitment to minor 
sports resulting in a broader-based 
athletic program.
By SUZANNE MACDONALD
Montana Kaimln Raportar
A University of Montana freshman 
is running for Ward 1 alderman 
because he believes the Missoula 
City Council needs a fresh approach 
to its problems.
Kevin Hunt, 275 Duniway Hall, said 
in an interview yesterday that “one 
reason I’m running is because I think 
the city as a whole is becoming 
stagnant in the way it's handling 
problems."
Hunt, a Democrat and Missoula 
native, said the problem-solving 
process should begin in the 
precincts. If elected, he said he will 
have several people working in his 
precincts to bring residents’ ideas tb 
him.
“ I would like to make my ward a 
model” of good government with the 
people becoming involved in 
decisions," he said. “ I think a city 
that doesn’t have involvementdies of 
stagnation.”
Hunt, 19, does not believe his age 
or student status will be a problem in 
getting elected.
“ I try not to run in a student mold," 
he said. “ I think it would be very 
healthy if there is a young and am­
bitious representative on the City 
Council. I think I have plenty of am­
bition."
One problem Hunt would attack as 
an alderman is the city ordinance 
that makes it unlawful for more than 
two unrelated persons to live 
together in a single housing unit, 
regardless of the zoning In a 
neighborhood.
Hunt said this rule discriminates 
against students, and he said he 
would like to see it amended. It 
creates a problem for students, he
By PATRICK SHEEHY
Montana Kaimln Raportar
Solar power, coal and garbage 
may be heating University of Mon­
tana buildings in the not-too-distant 
future, a member of the campus 
energy committee said last week.
Richard Sheridan, UM associate 
professor of botany and en­
vironmental studies, said UM may be 
forced to use only alternative forms 
of energy If natural gas reserves con­
tinue to dwindle and fuel prices rise.
He said that the natural gas supply 
will shrink if the Canadian 
government enforces its plan to stop 
exporting Canadian gas to Montana 
by 1985.
Coal is being considered because 
of its abundance in the state, 
Sheridan said. He added that more 
research will be required before coal 
can be burned cleanly enough to 
meet air quality standards.
‘Solar Assist' System
Sheridan said the committee Is 
considering the possibility of in­
cluding a “solar assist” heating 
system in a proposed science build­
ing that is in the UM budget to be 
presented to the legislature.
According to John McBride, pro­
ject director of the federally- 
fin a n ced  M ontana Energy 
Conservation Plan, who spoke in 
Missoula last week, records from 
weather stations dating to the last 
century show that Montana has con­
ditions that are conducive to solar 
energy collection.
The committee is also considering 
technologies that would burn 
garbage and combustible materials 
cleanly, Sheridan said.
Federal Money
Sheridan said any of these energy 
sources might be put into operation 
with federal “seed" or "start-up" 
money from the Energy RBSSSrch 
and Development Administration.
Once these systems are "on line 
and working and can be analyzed as 
to their effectiveness, it's much 
easier to get the second and the third
added, because of the shortage of 
housing.
Hunt would also like to see the 
council do more to prevent further 
drownings in irrigation ditches.
“They (the council) have pretty 
much avoided that now” by saying 
they have no authority in the matter, 
Hunt said.
"They should be bending over 
backward to cooperate” with other 
involved parties to find a solution to 
the problem, he said.
Hunt said he has “had favorable 
support” from people in his ward. He 
plans to run a door-to-door cam­
paign and does not anticipate dif-
and the fourth" projects started with 
state funds, he said.
UM President Richard Bowers 
said Monday that he created the 
committee to use UM resources in 
energy conservation and to find 
alternative energy sources.
Bowers said the UM committee will 
work with other energy conservation 
committee members from other 
Montana University System schools.
Building Insulation
James Gordon, manager of the 
physical plant mechanical repair 
division and chairman of the UM 
committee, said the committee will 
examine the “cost-effectiveness" of 
adding insulation and thermal-pane 
windows to UM buildings.
If the committee finds that the cost 
of these improvements is 
outweighed by the cost of fuel saved 
over the long term, UM will probably 
go ahead with the work, he said.
Sheridan said public structures 
“are usually built to provide the max­
imum amount of space for the least 
amount of money. People don’t look 
at 10 years of paying heating bills.”
The UM committee is currently 
working on a plan to require Energy 
Impact Statements (EIS) for all 
remodeling jobs and repairs. The 
statements would also be required 
for each phase of any major 
construction project.
The EIS would force planners to 
examine the project’s fuel con­
sumption cost, Sheridan said. In the 
case of repairs and remodeling, the 
EIS would forceplanners to consider 
whether installation of insulating 
materials would be cost-effective, he 
said.
Other possibilities the committee 
is considering include:
•  building design standards that 
would provide for energy-efficient 
campus structures.
•  an education program for 
faculty, staff and dormitory students 
on energy conservation.
•  ways to make use of excess heat 
produced within the library by body 
warmth and lighting. The heat is now 
pumped out by circulation fans.
city seat
ficulty in financing his bid.
“ I don't intend to spend a lot of 
money," he said.
Hunt will face councilman French 
Kellogg, who filed Friday for reelec­
tion in the primary on Feb. 8. No one 
has filed yet for the Ward 1 
Republican race. The general elec­
tion is April 5.
Hunt is studying political science 
at UM and is a 1976 graduate of 
Hellgate High School, where he was 
student-body president. He has 
served as co-chairman of Montanans 
for Safe Power and was one of two 
Montana delegates in the U.S. 
Senate Youth Program in February.
Mob money backs 
firms, mayor says
Two Missoula restaurants are backed by syndicate money, Mis­
soula Mayor Robert Brown said at a press conference in the 
University of Montana journalism school yesterday.
Brown said the two restaurants, which he refused to name, were 
being closely watched by the city police department. He added that 
several other area businesses are suspected of being financed by 
organized crime elements.
Brown supported remarks made last week by Missoula County 
Sheriff John Moe, who claimed that organized crime is moving into 
Montana.
“Sheriff Moe is completely correct in his statements," Brown said. 
"I don’t say they’re moving in. They're in."
Brown said he is worried that a more lenient attitude toward gam­
bling in Montana will attract more syndicate money.
Brown said he expects there will be a strong push in the upcoming 
legislature to legalize slot machines, which he says are manufac­
tured and leased by organized crime syndicates.
UM student seeks
A Morning 
At The 
Carters
PLAINS, GEORGIA, — The 
Carter family woke up between 7:26 
and 8:13 a.m. this morning. Jimmy, the 
hard-working country boy he is, was up 
first, followed by his lovely wife who 
wore a thin, but tasteful, green 
nightgown. Amy was soon aroused by 
the bustle of a President-elect making 
top-level decisions that will determine 
the future of the free world. Miz Lillian 
got up last, which is usual for the 
elderly, but alert, lady.
The Carter family sat at their usual 
seats at the breakfast table. Jimmy ate 
grits cooked for 15 minutes, fried eggs, 
gathered by a black neighbor, and 
toast, buttered on the left side. The rest 
of the Carter family ate Corn Flakes in 
whole milk and drank fresh orange 
juice, squeezed by union labor.
Jimmy brushed his teeth for five 
minutes, two minutes less than he 
brushed yesterday morning. Long­
time Carter watchers indicated this 
could be the first sign of Carter feeling 
the pressures of the office he is yet to 
take. Jimmy laughed this suggestion 
off and continued -to  put his 
undershorts on. Carter wears size 36 
Fruit of the Loom. This morning he 
wore black socks and a grey suit and 
black tie. Jimmy puts his left leg in his 
trousers first. The late President 
Kennedy, by comparison, put both legs 
in at once. Jimmy uses Ban roll-on 
deodorant. Critics of Carter claim he 
previously used an aerosol underarm 
spray and has just recently switched 
under pressure from environmental 
groups.
Jimmy had a bowel movement at 9:15 
a.m. and used Charmin bathroom tis­
sue, twice, in an unusual display of 
hostility toward the 37 members of the 
p re s s ,  C a r t e r  d e m a n d e d  
photographers leave his bathroom. In 
direct contradiction to Carter’s pledge 
to maintain an open administration, 
this appears to be the first break 
between Carter and the media.
Media experts believe this break 
could seriously impair the ability of the 
press to report vital information about 
the President to the public.
Carter also mentioned something 
yesterday about severing relations with 
England, leaving NATO and the UN 
and declaring war on Mozambique.
Glenn Oakley
Oakley is a former Montana Kaimin photo­
grapher.
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l e t t e r s
Rotering Response
Editor: I would like to respond to the letters 
which appeared in Tuesday's Kaimin regard­
ing the controversy at the law school concern­
ing the retention of Professor Deemer. In order 
to reaffirm that my comments in Friday’s 
Kaimin are truly reflective of the vast majority 
student sentiment, I need only recite the facts.
In Spring Semester of 1976, routine student 
evaluations were conducted in Professor 
Deemer's Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) 
and Agency classes. The evaluations con­
sisted of 23 items rated on a scale of 1 to 5 
points, with 5 being "above average,” 3-4 be­
ing "average” and 1-2 being “below average."
1. Professor Deemer received an average of 
2.0 or below on 7 items in the UCC class and 
on 9 items in his Agency class. He was rated 
between "Average" and “Below Average" on 
13 items in UCC, and on 10 items in Agency.
2. Of the 25 class evaluations compiled for 
Spring Semester 1976, Professor Deemer 
received the lowest average score of any 
professor for 12 of the 23 items.
8. Professor Deemer's potential for "becom­
ing a good teacher” was rated below average 
in both classes.
4. Only 19 of 114 students who have had 
Professor Deemer indicated that they would 
elect to take another course taught by him.
Additionally, in a recent poll taken, of the 
second and third year law students 115 of 127 
students, or 91%, voted that Professor Deemer 
should not be retained as a member of the law 
school faculty.
The results are as clearly and unequivocally 
as law students have ever spoken in recent 
years. The vast majority of law students 
believe Professor Deemer to be a poor 
classroom instructor. Nothing can alter these 
hard, consistent facts.
Regarding the relative propriety of airing the 
dispute in the Kaimin, I would make only the 
following comments. Professor Deemer is em­
ployed by a public institution, and as such, is a 
public servant. This alone operates to make 
the matter a proper public issue. More im­
portantly, Professor Deemer is charged with 
the responsibility of educating competent 
future attorneys, who are similarly charged 
with serving the public interest. When it is the 
majority opinion of students, those who are in 
the best position to know whether they are 
receiving competent instruction, that they are 
not being competently taught, the issue 
becomes the public's business. A public 
newspaper such as the Kaimin is very much 
the proper forum for implementing the 
“public’s right to know.”
Diane Rotering 
SBA President
-Jack Anderson with Joe Spear------ -------------------------------------
Senile Senators And The Senority System
WASHINGTON — The clamor for reforms 
on Capitol Hill will be louder next year. It 
begins this week inside the House 
Democratic Caucus. By next month, it will 
spread to the Senate.
The younger members hope to reduce 
the power of their seniors and to streamline 
the cumbersome committee system. In the 
past, the committees of Congress have 
been controlled by the elders, regardless of 
their ability, their honesty or their possible 
senility.
The seniority system has produced 
chairmen who are not representative of the 
country's geography, its politics or its 
people. They are often out of step with the 
times and with the majority of their own 
members. Yet these chairmen are able to 
control the flow of legislation through their 
committees.
Two years ago, the young turks in the 
House overthrew three powerful com­
mittee chairmen. Means Chairman Wright 
Patman and Armed Services Chairman F. 
Edward Hebert.
But the Senate committee chairmen es­
caped the reform movement. They may not 
be so lucky this time. A task force, headed 
by Sen. Adlai Stevenson, D.-lll., has been 
conducting a study of the Senate's com­
mittee system. It has recommended cutting 
in half the number of standing committees 
and limiting senators to one chairmanship 
apiece.
This will reduce the power of the old 
curmudgeons who have dominated the 
Senate in the past. The seniority system 
has often held back the bright young men 
whose leadership is needed in these swift- 
moving times. This may now change in the 
Senate.
The House Democratic Caucus is taking 
up a number of reforms this week. The
creaking lawmaking machinery is in 
desperate need of an overhaul. It would be 
too much to expect that the overhaul will be 
complete.
But some of the old men, who march in 
slow cadence behind the nation, may be 
pushed aside.
Unknown Oil Organization: There is 
ominous evidence that the Western world 
is on the edge of an economic slump. The 
key to it is oil. On Dec. 15, the Organization 
of Petroleum Exporting Countries will meet 
in Qatar to consider a price increase.
Another big boost in world oil prices 
would send other prices soaring. Con­
sumers would be compelled to cut down on 
their purchases. This would cause produc­
tion to drop. Many economists believe an 
oil price rise would create serious 
commercial and political strains 
throughout the non-Communist world.
So all the world will be watching OPEC 
on Dec. 15. But few people are praying 
attention to another oil organization. It's 
called the International Energy Agency. Its 
participants are the giant international oil 
companies.
Ostensibly, the IEA was established to 
combat the economic effects of another oil 
embargo. For two years, more than 30 oil 
companies have been holding secret 
meetings. The U.S. companies have been 
granted anti-trust exemptions to 
participate.
The secret meetings usually are held at 
the headquarters of some international oil 
consortium such as Exxon or Shell. Sen­
sitive information about supply and 
demand is exchanged. The purpose, sup­
posedly, is to prepare contingency plans 
for dealing with another world oil crisis.
The meetings are monitored by federal 
antitrust lawyers, and written records are
kept of the discussions. But the gatherings 
are altogether too secretive for comfort. 
The government's antitrust watchdogs 
have admitted to us that they can’t monitor 
what the oil executives say to one another 
outside the conference halls.
The oilmen have been put on the honor 
system. But they have always considered it 
honorable to squeeze the highest possible 
profits out of the paying public. As for 
written records, they aren't available to the 
public.
Sources familiar with the set-up warn 
that it is dangerous. The international oil 
giants are able to gauge one another's oil 
reserves and transportation capabilities. 
This could give them total control over the 
Western world's oil supplies.
The IEA hasn't violated any anti- 
monopoly laws.
Boycotters Benefit: President Ford has 
publicly criticized Arab boycott of firms 
which deal with Israel, but we have learned 
that his administration has subsidized the 
boycott with millions of dollars.
We have learned that the federal 
government is financially supporting the 
boycott-complying companies. For exam­
ple, the Export-Import Bank and the 
Overseas Private Investment Corporation 
have provided millions of dollars in aid to 
many of the U.S. firms which have 
participated in the boycott.
The Export-Import Bank also gave loans, 
investment guarantees and insurance to 19 
of the 38 firms recently named by the 
Commerce Department as boycott 
participants.
OPIC, meanwhile, insured $50 million 
worth of overseas investments for several 
of the companies including, Bank of 
America, Gulf and Western and the First 
National City Bank of New York.
/
William F. Buckley—  
A Trust Gone Bad
— l e t t e r s —
Legal Eagles
Editor A replay of the classic opposition 
between Hamiltonianlsm and good old 
fashioned muck raking Jeffersonianism. Well 
done! The bleeding heart of festering 
monarchism, with its petty version of fairness, 
its threadbare decencies and its 
sanctimonious professionalism, all there in 
that spread of palpitating letters in Tuesday's 
Kaimin. The comic fiasco of priviledge trying 
to defend itself in the language of principle 
and right, requesting the meat to pay for the 
butchering. In the editorial, the root principle 
almost surfaced: that professors are teachers 
first, that that is their profession, their service 
to the public, and that they are lousy profes­
sors if they are lousy teachers: no matter their 
merits as monks of astro-physics, Swinburne, 
or torts. Needless to say, Prof. Deemer's case 
is but the occasion. Needless to say, accuracy 
is therefore perfectly irrelevant. Needless to 
say, none of the budding legal eagles came 
within a million miles of the principle at issue. 
For these are no eagles, nor the Law School an 
aerie. We see rather a swarm of vultures, im­
bibing their rotten little fears at the Centre for 
Higher Perching Carion. Nor will there be 
headway towards the professionalization of 
professors. But, if the issue is pushed, we shall 
witness the spectacle of the faculty rising up 
from its repast and, in the flapping of specialist 
robes, shall behold the gorged, silk feathered, 
vulture hord.
Bryan Black
assistant professor of philosophy
Bah Humbug
Editor. More than once Central Board has 
been accused of not being responsive to the 
views or heeds of the students. No meeting 
presented a better display of this non- 
democratic behavior than that of last Wednes­
day night.
We came to Central Board with a proposal 
for a Christmas celebration for University of 
Montana students, faculty, and staff. When our 
proposal was introduced not one word of 
debate was allowed — NOT ONE SINGLE 
WORD. We were laughed at.
Our proposal was to solicit the aid of all 
student organizations, special groups, 
fraternities, and sororities in order to celebrate 
the return of Christmas spirit to our campus. 
We envisioned decorating Main Hall, Santa’s 
handing out candy, and hundreds' of student 
and faculty singing Christmas carols in the 
oval this Friday. At the same time we saw such 
festive favorites as cookies, hot apple cider, 
and hot chocolate being served.
Yet Central Board in its divine wisdom saw
fit to spend its money elsewhere. We weren't 
asking for $400 to allow an elite few to sip wine. 
We weren’t asking to have ourselves 
personally flown to Boise.
We won't say our intentions were honorable; 
we want the students to decide — TO PUT 
THEIR MOUTH WHERE THEIR MONEY IS. 
We ask that any student who feels that Central 
Board should spend student money in a 
manner to benefit all students come to Central 
Board Wednesday night at 7:00 in the Montana 
Rooms in order to vocalize their support for a 
return of Christmas spirit, a return of 
democracy, and a return of a responsive Cen­
tral Board.
We need students to tell Central Board that 
5 4  per quarter per student is not too much to 
expect in order to preserve the centuries-old 
Christmas spirit and tradition.
Mark Parker 
Tom Waller 
seniors, economics
Slanderous
Editor: I would like to respond to your article, 
printed in the Kaimin on Dec. 3, 1976, 
pertaining to Prof. Larry Deemer. The article 
showed a total lack of professionalism on the 
part of Student Bar President, Diane Rotering. 
She is hiding behind the guise of her office to 
professionally assassinate Prof. Deemer. Her 
comments do not reflect the Student Bar 
members' thoughts on Prof. Deemer as related 
in the article. They are her personal feelings 
and those of a few of her henchmen. I 
personally do not wish to be associated with 
the Student Bar Association because of those 
comments which were made and represented 
as those of the members of the law school.
The scathing remarks which appeared in the 
Kaimin approach being libelous and 
slanderous. If these remarks are indicative of 
future practitioners In the legal profession, the 
acceptance policy of new students entering 
law school needs to be scrutinized rather than 
the retention policy of the law professors. 
Bernard J. Goldman 
Phi Delta Phi
International Legal Fraternity 
lecturer, accounting and finance
Oh?
Editor: This past week's furor over 
hiring/firing at the Law School supports a 
suspicion I have held for a long time: the baw 
School is really a seventh unit of the university 
system, and Robert Sullivan is its Fuhrer.
Leroy F. Berven
senior, chemistry, history/political science
I am behind the curtain of the auditorium at 
the University of Alabama in Huntsville, and 
my host now slips through to the podium. 
Presently he will introduce me, I am to follow 
in his footsteps, and begin my speech. Just 
then a student puffs in, having taken the steps 
three at a time. Before I go on — he stammers 
out — I am to telephone Bodino Rodino at the 
Bergen Record, re — Edgar Smith. I stuff the 
message in my pocket, a bottomless pit by 
now for messages from people who wish to 
speak to me about Edgar Smith.
Now it is a television studio, a live show, 
coast to coast. Good Morning America. I am 
there to discuss a new book I have written on a 
subject far removed from the world of getting 
and spending and killing — sailing boats. The 
props — enticing pictures, taken at sea — are 
all in place, and the star of the show opens up: 
"First, Mr. Buckley, I’d like to ask you about 
Edgar Smith. . . ”
Very well, I surrender.
1. Edgar Smith was tried and convicted in 
1957 of murdering a 15-year-old girl. In 1964, 
we began a correspondence. Over the 
ensuing seven years, he wrote me 2900 pages 
of letters (he counted them). I became 
convinced that he had not been fairly tried, 
and that he could not have committed the 
murder in the time and under the 
circumstances alleged.
Two gifted attorneys, for the most part 
volunteering their services, persuaded a very 
bright judge that Edgar Smith had not been 
fairly tried. Rather than re-try him for first 
degree murder, the New Jersey court 
bargained with him. If he would say that he 
killed the girl, the prosecution would reduce 
the charge to second degree murder. 
Counting "good” time, his release would be 
effective one hour after he stood up in open 
court pleading guilty. One hour later, he 
emerged from Trenton State Prison into my 
waiting car, and drove to New York City 
where, before the cameras, he retracted his 
confession, which he attributed to the 
requirements of "court theater.” He had been 
in the death house longer than anyone in 
American history. The judge who let him out 
was profoundly convinced that Smith had in 
fact, as a seedy, shiftless 23-year-old, killed 
the girl. But, said the judge, if he had ever seen 
a rehabilitated man, here he was. Edgar
Smith, member of Mensa, author of two best­
selling books.
2. Just short of five years later, one of the 
attorneys telephones. He has received a 
report that Edgar Smith is wanted in San 
Diego, California, for "atrocious assault,” 
kidnapping, and attempted murder. A young 
woman, her week's forlorn salary in her 
handbag, is dragged into a car by a man who 
announces that he wants her money. She 
resists and he plunges a six-inch knife into 
her, narrowly missing vital organs. She is a 
tiger, thrusts her two feet through the 
windshield, lunges against the wheel of the 
car, which lurches now off to the side of the 
freeway.
Desperately she maneuvers to open the 
door, and spills out in sight of a half dozen 
pedestrians who take the number of the 
license plate of the car that careens 
screechingly off. The car is registered in the 
name of Mrs. Edgar Smith. The woman 
recovers in the hospital, is shown a picture 
and identifies hdr assailant as: Edgar Smith.
3. The telephone rings in my office, and my 
secretary Miss Bronson answers — like all of 
us around the shop, an old enthusiast in the 
Smith cause. It is Edgar Smith, calling from 
Las Vegas, "Is Bill there?” He had been hiding 
in and around New York for a week, not 
disclosing his whereabouts to anyone. He 
promised his mother he would fly directly to 
San Diego, give himself in. Now, he tells Miss 
Bronson, he has been mugged, and has lost 
all his money; would I call him? She 
telephones me in Albuquerque, and I 
telephone the FBI. Within five minutes Edgar 
Smith, asleep in his hotel room, is picked up. 
My next two calls are to his mother and his 
wife, to tell them what I did.
4. What are my "comments”? Why, I believe 
now that he was guilty of the first crime. There 
is no mechanism as yet perfected that will 
establish beyond question a person's guilt or 
innocence. There will be guilty people freed 
this year and every year. But for those who 
believe that the case of Edgar Smith warrants 
a vow to accept the ruling of a court as always 
definitive, it is only necessary to remind 
ourselves that, this year and every year, an 
innocent man will be convicted. Edgar Smith 
has done quite enough damage in his lifetime 
without underwriting the doctrine that the 
verdict of a court is infallible.
Outfitting
&
Packing
14th Annual Course
Learn the art of packing 
horses and mules.
20 hours of Instruction 
Winter Qtr.
Pre-Registration-Fee Required 
Limited Number
CALL NOW 549-2820 
Licensed by the 
State of Montana
DON’T FORGET!
PEACE CORPS/VISTA 
Montana Job Service
539 S. 3rd. St. W. 728-7060
The best times 
are yet to come.
When you give a gift, you're 
saying, “Thanks for yesterday.
Here's something for today.'' □  Only 
the best will do, so you give the 
Fairchild. Uniquely slim ,, 
extraordinarily beautiful. With 
hour, minute, month, date and 
second on command. And capable of accuracy to
within 60‘seconds a year. □  The Fairchild Digital 
Timepiece. Beautiful time for today and tomorrow.
18 designs for men and women. Priced from A r t
mm  r . ” 500
7 AitrfA*JirU
^ a ^ L E R S
"T h e  H ou se o f  F ine D io m o n d i ' 
Florence Building
1HE INSIDE STORY 
ON OUR DOWN BAGS
None of your warmth 
can escape, because 
none of the seams are 
sewn-through.
You’re in for an 
exclusive—starting 
with Camp 7s 
contoured (shaped 
to you) baffles.
You’re surrounded 
with prime goose 
down (550 fill).
All Camp 7 bags are 
heavily loaded with 
extras. Yet most weigh 
less than 4 lbs.
Just between you and 
the zipper: a full length 
draft tube with down 
compartments.
A self-repairing nylon 
zipper. Unzips from 
the head...and the 
foot.
Come In and get the whole 
story on the very finest 
equipment for your money.
The Lifetime Guarantee helps 
make Camp 7 sleeping bags 
bestsellers.
The more you know about 
camping the more you want...
G4MP7
THE TRAIL HEAD
501 S. Higgins 543-6966 Open 10-6, Pri. 10-8
o n
THEATRES IN MISSOULA
M A N N  THEATRES 
NEW  TRIPLEX
TELEPHONE 549-9755 
3601 BROOKS
F IV E  C O N T IN U O U S  Y E A R S  IN  C A M B R ID G E , M A S S .
The c la ss ic  th a t  has now 
become th e  lo nges t 
ru n n in g  f i lm
in  A m erican  th e a tre  h is to ry .
A L A N  B A T E S  &  
G E N E V IE V E  B U JO L D  “
KING OF 
HEARTS
In  an iso lated surrea l pocket o l W orld War I, the B ritish  
send Alan Bates in to  a Highly un like ly , lin y  French tow n to  
d iscover a bom b. The townspeople have lied  and the inm ates 
o l the lo ca l asylum  have taken th e ir place. The resu lting  in te r­
action gives us  some o l the m ost enchanting sequences on  
film . When the rea lity  o f the rebrn ing  arm ies breaks the bubble 
and the inm ates have re tu rned to  the asylum , we can really 
share Bates' con tus io n  abou t wh ich people are rea lly insane. 
In  o u r  o p in ion , KING OF HEARTS is  a rare trea t; funny  and sad | 
at the same tim e.
A lso  w ith :  THE KING ’ S LO YAL SHORT SUBJECTS
BA M B I MEETS GODZILLA 
— second fo r  second th e  fu n n ie s t s h o rt ever made.
TH A N K  YOU, MASK MAN 
— a Lenny B ruce  ro u tin e  is  an im ated cartoon.
TRI-PLEX #3 8:35 -  10-25 
He's got to face 
agunfight 
once more
to live up to his legend 
once more 
TO WIN
JUST ONE MORE TIME.
J O H N  W A Y N E  
L A U R E N  B A C A L L
m
‘T H E  S H O O T I S T
t i
MANN THEATRES—
FOX sWIST FRONT 549 7085 (sEATS -*1 .0 0
2 - WALT DISNEY CLASSICS - 2
ED ASNER - TIM CONWAY - DON KNOTTS
“GUS”
-C O -H IT — v  — CO -HIT—
\ta lt Disney]* *  ^  K. GREAT ADVENTURE
n e w s  b r i e f s
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Waldheim UN secretary-general again
Kurt Waldheim, the Austrian diplomat who has tangled with the United 
States over Vietnam and other issues during his five years as United Nations 
secretary-general, won a second term as leader of the world body yesterday. 
The Security Council recommended the 57-year-old Waldheim for reelection 
in the second round of secret balloting after a first-round veto by China. The 
Chinese supported him on the next ballot, diplomats said. The General 
Assembly will make the final decision within a few days, but it is a formality, 
they said.
AMTRAK considering year-round dally run
Retiring Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield, D-Mont., has been advised 
that the National Railroad Passenger Corp. (AMTRAK) is looking into the 
possibility of running trains daily all year on Montana's southern route. The 
North Coast Hiawatha passenger trains now operate between late May and 
early September on daily runs. AMTRAK also runs daily trains during the holi­
day travel season in December. In a recent letter to Mansfield, AMTRAK 
President Paul Reistrup said the question remained under consideration and 
“we have not been able to come to any firm conclusion."
200-mile fishing limit to hurt Cuba
Cuba's fishing industry would be severely affected by the new 200-mile 
fishing zone that the United States is putting in effect off its coasts this spring, 
a Cuban official said yesterday. "The fish we catch off the United States isall 
for consumption in Cuba, not for exportation," said Enrique Oltuski, 
international relations director for Cuba’s National Fish Institute. "We must 
fish to eat." Oltuski heads the Cuban delegation to the 18-nation International 
Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries meeting in Spain’s Canary 
Islands. He said Cuba's silver hake quota this year was more than 22,000 tons 
in fishing zones off the United States and Canada.
AN  EROTIC POWERHOUSE; SENSUAL YOUTH ON  A  RAMPAGI
I
S  GIRLS
Color by EASTMAN ADULTS ONLY
a r e  ant
S TU D IO  O N E  
A D U LT THEATRE
“The m x  Is m  hot as m x  
can bo. With many now, 
dollcloua and boautiful 
broadsr — AJ Goldoteln/ 
SCREW MAG.
The hot, now chicks are 
worth waiting In lino to 
soot" — San Francisco 
Ball Mag.
Plus —
“DOUBLE LUCK”
265 Waat Front SL 
Ph. 728-9814 For 
Info.
ConL Shows 10 
AM.-12PM 
Lata Show 
Frf & Sat 
($1.00 off 
Rag. PHco 
For Students 
With Valid 
I.D.)
FRIDAY AT MIDNIGHT ONLY! 
Special Preview Showing . .
After you' yUtingelie..
a ^ n o  MARTY FELDMAN c o ^ w * g W l £  HACOCNSYDtt ROME
BARBARA B0UCHET Produced by LUCIANO MARTINO-Directed by SERGIO MARTINO,
A SURROGATE RELEASE**
j JtESTRICTEO^)
Advance Tickets on 
Sale From 10:30 P.M. Fri. 
Adm. $2.00—Adults Only!
Showpiece ol Montana
WILMA
Chemistry class 
for non-majors 
planned for winter
Environmental chemistry will be 
the special topic of Chemistry and 
Civilization, a class offered Winter 
Quarter to non-science majors.
No background in chemistry or 
mathematics is required for the 
course. Grades for the 2-credit class, 
which meets Tuesday and Thursday 
at noon, will be based on attendance 
and on a final exam. The course will 
be taught on a Passed/Not Passed 
basis only.
Topics to be discussed in the class 
include:
• an overview of atmospheric 
pollution, air quality standards, laws 
and regulations.
•  the problems of ozone, freons, 
hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides.
•  sulfur compounds in the at­
mosphere; acid rain.
•  particulates in the atmosphere; 
air quality monitoring.
•  the carbon cycle; the 
greenhouse effect.
•  soils, nutrients, detoxification.
•  solid wastes, a disposal 
problem, and a resource.
Physical Plant will 
fireproof dorm trees
The University of Montana 
Physical Plant Department is provid­
ing a free Christmas tree and wreath 
fireproofing service for University of­
fices campus dormitory and married 
student housing residents.
The service is offered to make 
trees and wreaths flame resistant, in 
compliance w ith state fire  
regulations. Interested persons are 
asked to tag their trees and deliver 
them to Physical Plant Building No. 
32. The treated trees may be claimed 
the following day.
g o in g s  o n
•  Public art sale, 10 a.m., UC Mall.
• Grizzly Den luncheon, noon, UC 
Montana Rooms.
• Documentary on the Cedar 
Creek power line controversy, 2:10 
p.m., 2nd floor of the library.
•  Store board, 4 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms.
• Central Board, 7 p.m., UC Mon­
tana Rooms.
• Ski Team, 7 p.m., FH 214.
• Are Environmental Impact 
Statements Etfective? panel dis­
cussion, 7 p.m., SC 131.
• Forestry Club, 7:30 p.m., F 206.
• Drama workshop productions, 8 
p.m.. Venture Center basement.
■  Contemporary worship service, 
9 p.m., 538 University.
H4ROLD LLOYD
I H E  FRESH M AI r
____ ĵacflunsPC6eiMnori_
ror tnose oi you wno enjoyeo Lloyd s 
building-climbing classic. Safely Last, in 
October; here is a chance to catch the 
funnyman in what many consider to be his 
finest film: 1925’s The Freshman! (Andrew 
Sarris. for example, praises it in The 
American Cinema as "one of the authentic 
comedy classics of the American screen.") 
— Harold Lamb wants to be very popular in 
college, so he tells all his classmates to 
'S te p  r ig h t  u p  a n d  c a l l  m e  'S p e e d y  ‘ 
Irrepressible optimist that he is, he tries out 
for the football team, but ends up as the 
tackling dummy! Finally (with no other 
substitutes to choose from) his chance 
arrives, and he comes off the bench in a 
hilarious finale to vyin the Big Game! Our 
print will be brand-new (made from a 
comedian's original negative), with sound 
effects and a new music score. Plus, one of 
Buster Keaton's best short comedies The
Boat (1921) WED.-THURS.-FRI. 
fH f RTBI 7
515 SOUTH HIGGINS
SHOWS at 7:00 A 9:15
By Vaughan Ahlgren
THE UNIVERSITY greenhouse.
l - i t y - M f  k i l
m m m
WALKING THROUGH the mirror of a truck.
MANSION
The O verland Express 
________102 Ben Hogan Dr.
AT THE WILDLIFE refuge near 
Stevensville.
FROM H IG H
ABOVE MISSOULA 0,,er Good
Tues.-Wed .-Thu rs.
H
MARVEL’S 
BOOK SHOP
Books On Astrology 
and Related Subjects 
521 N. Higgins in 
Circle Square 
728-8760
Cosmic Seminars 
2nd Tues. of the Month 
125 Hellgafe, 
Bonner, Mont. 
Charting Classes and 
Counseling Service 
by Marvel—LaCasse 
A Graduate of 
University of Montana 
and Professional Astrologer 
Member of 
American Federation 
of Astrology 
258-6224
ONE WEEK ONLY 
SHOW TIMES 
7:30 9:30
W O R LD
THEATRE
2023SOUTH HIGGINS 
PH 728 0095
BEST PICTURE ,
BEST ACTOR Jack Nicholson 
BEST ACTRESS Louise Fletcher I 
BEST DIRECTOR Milos Forman 
BEST SCREENPLAY r_
(ADAPTED FROM OTHER MATERIAL) ' \
Lawrence Hauben and Bo Goldman /
ENDS THURSDAY! KUBRICK’S SHOCKING MASTERPIECE. . .
OPEN 6:45 P.M. 
“Orange” at 7:00 & 9:40
The Beautiful 
ROXY
543-7341
STARTS TODAY! HILARIOUS FUN!
OPEN 6:15 P.M. 
Shorts at 6:30-8:50 
“Norman” at 7:10-9:30
Showpiece of Montana
WILMA
REDD PEARL 
P0XX BAILEY
“N0RMAN...XS THAT YOU?”
scarring DEN N IS D U G A N
MICHAEL W ARREN TAM ARA D O B S O N  VERNEE W A TSO N  
co-starring JAYNE M EA D O W S and introducing W AYLAND FLOW ERS 
Screenplay by R O N  CLARK & SAM BOBRICK and G EORG E SCHLATTER 
Based on the Broadway Play by R O N  CLARK & SAM BOBRICK 
Produced and Directed by G EORG E SCHLATTER 
m M E TRO CO L O R
Released tt
iPClWUtanKL BUMMtt 3U66ESTE01
hru
mgm  United Artists
"There's a sexual revolution 
going on...and all the leaders 
are In my family."
“Brilliantly 
understated 
movie about 
the human 
s p i r i t ,  an  
anthem really.”
—Rolling Stone
M ETRO- 
G O L D  W Y N - 
M A f ER presents 
A  GEO RG E SCHLATTER FILM
c l a s s i f i e d  a d s
1. LOST AND FOUND
LOST: ONE turquoise ring at 10 p.m. show, 
Weisburg Concert, if found call Mike at 243-5335.
037-3
LOST: BLACK wallet at Weisberg Concert, Sat. 
Keep the money but please return to Elrod desk or 
call Randy Arnat at 243-2416. 037-3
WHOEVER ‘TOOK" my notebook from the Library 
on 12-6, PLEASE have mercy on me. Exam notes, 
& term papers, etc. PLEASE return to Library Info, 
desk, no questions asked. Or call Shirley — 4707.
037-3
FOUND: WOMAN'S watch in library parking lot. Call 
243-6464 or 549-0740. 036-4
FOUND: MEN’S large gloves. Black with colored 
stripes. Claim at UC Info. Desk. 036-4
$25 REWARD for the return of my TISR-51A 
CALCULATOR, lost Thursday morning in or
outside of MU115. Please call 728-0206. 036-4
LOST: 2-in. gold lion pin w/green eyes, red mouth. 
Sentimental valuel Lost maybe last spring. $100 
reward. 728-0457. ____________ 036-4
5 MONTH old Siamese kitten. Reward. Call 549-0726 
or 243-4481 and leave message for Dora Liggett.
035-4
LOST: 1 GOLD LADIE'S TIMEX wristwatch, 
REWARD—Lost about 2 weeks ago. Call Crystal. 
549-8671 or 549-6884. 035-4
FOUND TIMEX watch with turquoise band. Found 
on steps of N.S. Building. Claim at Info. Desk in 
U.C. 034-4
LOST SET of keys on leather key chain. I’m stranded 
without them! If found call 543-4905. 034-4
LOST 1 BLUE double-wire notebook with Radio-TV 
notes. Call 721-1405. 034-4
LOST DARK brown Lab Thanksgiving Day. About 
50 lbs. He’s loved and needed. Please call 546 
4905. 034-4
2. PERSONALS
STUDENTS. STAFF interested in forming campus 
amateur radio (ham) club. Contact Kevin 
(WA7VTD) 243-4708 or Lar (WA7VTG) 243-5040.
037-2
ORIENTATION FOR Liberal Arts study abroad 
programs in Avignon, France forWinter 1977 to be 
held on Dec. 9 at 3:30 in LA-139. Participants and 
anyone interested please attend. 037-2
DEAN MANSFIELD is fulla crap! 037-1
DON’T' LET Christmas die — Go to Central Board 
Wednesday. 037-1
DIDNT GET invited to the $400 wine party? Make 
sure you get a Christmas Party — Be at CB 
Wednesday — MR — 7 p.m. 037-1
PUT YOUR mouth where your mohey is — CB Wed. 
— MR — 7 p.m. 037-1
RSC. SAC. SPE, GOP, BSU. CIA, please support 
Christmas, CB, Wed.
SPURS, BEARPAWS, Circle K, Bearbackers, 
Fraternities, and Sororities — Christmas needs 
you — CB. Wed. 037-1
ASUM HAS $30 of yours — get 15C back for 
Christmas. 037-1
$300,000 FOR FOOTBALL — $10 for Christmas?
037-1
JAZZ WORKSHOP IN CONCERT 
-8 p.m. • Saturday Nite • U.T.
037-3
CAFTANS — TUNICS — JUMPER-TOPS — 
SKIRTS — QUILTED JACKETS. From denim 
blues to holiday reds; Polynesian prints to 
patchwork. Also: unique hand-sewn gifts for the 
tree, for the house, to wear. See Brenda, Gladys, 
Janet. Sandy at the Art Fair Wed. and Thurs.
036-2
STUDENTS EXPRESS your pubesence! Sign up 
now for beard & moustache contest in lobby of the 
forestry school. 036-4
OPENINGS AVAILABLE to study at UM’s Avignon, 
France campus during spring quarter. Earn 1 SUM 
credits. No language requirements. Call 243-2900, 
107 Main Hall. 036-4
WALK-IN CONFIDENTIAL LISTENING at the Walk- 
In, special east entrance of the Student Health 
Service Bldg. Weekdays 9 to 5. Every night 8 to 12.
027-13
POETRY WANTED for Anthology. Include stamped 
envelope. Contemporary Literature Press, P.O. 
Box 26462. San Francisco, CA. 94126. 024-25
FR. TOM HASSERIES and Fr. Len Claxton 
Episcopal chaplains to U of M. In Copper 
Commons Tues. thru Fri. We talk or listen — 
Phone 542-2167. 021-19
FROSTLINE kits in stock at BERNINA SEWING 
CENTER. 148 S. Ave. W. 549-2811. 018-22
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie 
Kuffel; 728-3845 or 549-7721. 017-34
4. HELP WANTED
MISSOULA RESIDENT wanted to help retarded boy 
during Christmas Vacation. 543-6412. 037-3
WORK-STUDY position available in Zoology. Will 
train. $3/hr. See Fred Allendorf. HS112orHS113.
036-4
BARMAID. EXPERIENCE preferred but will train. 
Apply in person Wed.-Sun. after 6:00 p.m. 
Flamingo Lounge. Park Hotel. Montana's number 
one dive. 035-3
7. SERVICES
A V O N -on special for Xmasl Call Cathy 243-5176; 
Judie 243-5150; Diane 243-4640; Elliot Village, 
Evie 549-6739. 030-10
LARRY’S TRAVELING TUNE-UP: V-8 $32.95,6-cyl. 
$31.50, 4-cyl. $27.95. Foreign cars a specialty. 
$5.00 off to students & faculty. 549-3336. 037-3
WOMEN’S PLACE Health Education & Counseling 
abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D., rape 
relief. Mon.-Fri. 2-6 p.m. 543-7606. 026-49
8. TYPING
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Will ,accept “Last 
Minute" projects. 728-5000 (Cary). 036-4
EXPERIENCED; ACCURATE terms — thesis. 546 
6835. 035-18
TYPING — Will edit, correct spelling. 549-8591.
032-8
EXPERT TYPING. Phone 549-7958. 032-6
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Telephone 549-7680.
026-16
EXPERT TYPING. 258-6420 evenings. 023-17 
MANUSCRIPT TYPING. Prefer thesis/diss. 726 
7808/543-5872. 022-18
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE — Neat, accurate. 
542-2435. 022-18
EXPERIENCED TYPING. Papers, thesis. 549-0832.
016-24
9. TRANSPORTATION
I NEED a ride to Calgary, Alberta anytime after 17th. 
Share gas. Call Barb 243-5049. 037-3
GOING TO SEATTLE after 17th? Please call Don 
Reed at 243-2738. Share gas & expense. 037-3
NEED RIDERS along I-90 THRU SO. DAKOTA. 
Leaving Dec. 15. or 16. Call 726-8370. 037-3
RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls on Frt.-10. Returning 
Sat-12. Call Cindy, 721-1075. 037-2
LEAVING FOR MINNESOTA on Fri.. Dec. 17. Can 
take 2 or 3 riders. One way trip. Mark, 721-1576.
037-3
RIDER(S) NEEDED to Lewlstown or area, leaving 
Fri., Dec. 17. Leave message for Larry Jackson at 
243-4642 or 243-2284 late evenings. 037-3
I NEED a ride' to near Renton or Seattle, Wash, 
anytime after Dec. 17. Dolly — 243-5744. 037-3
NEED RIDE to Omaha, Kansas City region over 
Christmas break. Call Steve, 243-4424. 037-3
RIDE NEEDED to Minneapolia/St. Paul area. Can 
leave Fri., Dec. 17. Will share driving & $$. Call 
728-1937. ask for Marc. 037-3
TWO NEED baggage taken to Jackson, Wyo. We will 
pay for this kind service. Call 728-9154 or 726 
6971. 037-3
MOST DESPERATELY need ride to or near 
Cincinnati, leave message for Rex at 726-8422.
037-3
RIDE NEEDED to San Francisco area. Can leave 
Thurs., Dec. 16th. Will share expenses. Call 721- 
1807. 037-3
RIDERS NEEDED to Miles City or area. Leaving 
early Sun., Dec. 19. Call 243-4954 after 5 p.m. or 
leave messages at 356 Aber. Ask for Al. 037-3
RIDE NEEDED to Colorado. Can leave Thurs., Dec. 
16th. Will share driving and expenses. Call 726 
5253. Leave message for John. 037-3
RIDE NEEDED to Lake Tahoe area or points in 
between. Leaving on or about Dec. 16th. Share 
gas, driving, ETCI Call Rick Schlaefer at 728-1799.
037-3
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago or Urbana. Dec. 21. 
Return before New Years! Phone 549-6637.
038-4
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman. Can leave Wed., Dec. 
16th afternoon. Will share expenses. Call 246 
4905. Ask for Bill. 036-4
RIDE NEEDED to S. Francisco anytime after Dec. 
13. Round trip. Will share expenses & driving. Call 
721-2035 or 721-1304. Ask for Larry. 036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago or surrounding area. Will 
help driving &. expenses. Please call 728-41781 
Jerry. 036-4
RIDER WANTED to and from Southern CA. Leave 
Missoula Tuee., Dec. 21, return from LA Jan. 1. 
Please call Mark or Nancy at 7262298 after 5:30 
p.m. 036-4
RIDERS NEEDED to Lincoln, Neb. Leave Dec. 17 or 
18th. Call Gordon. 243-2624. 036-4
RIDERS NEEDED back from Denver to Missoula, 
Jan. 1. Call Gordon. 2462624. 036-4
RIDERS NEEDED for Vermont or any points East. 
Share gas and driving. Leave Thurs., Dec. 16. Cali 
Mindy — 243-4726. 0364
RIDE NEEDED to Salt Lake around Dec. 14. Share 
all expenses & driving. Bob. 5465030. 036-4
SHARE N.Y. Charter — you return. Call Susan, 546 
4363. 036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Bismarck or Fargo, N.D. Leaving 
end of quarter, returning winter quarter. See Lori 
at 423 W. Spruce. Apt. No. 4. Share expenses.
_________________________________ 0364
RIDE NEEDED to Texas (Dallas). Can leave 
anytime. Will share driving and expenses. Call 
542-2874. 0364
RIDE NEEDED to Eugene, Oregon. Can leave 
anytime Dec. 18th. Call 728-6626. ask for Shelley. 
Between 6 and 7 p.m. 036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Omaha. Neb. or general area. 
Please call Rob. 7261950 or LA.206. 036-4
NEED RIDE to Deer Lodge Sun., Dec. 12. Will share 
expenses. Call 243-4700. 036-4
NEED RIDE to CALIFORNIA. Can leave Fri.. Dec. 17. 
Help with driving & expenses. Call Mike, 5463620.
0364
NEED RIDER to Alabama. Leaving 18th or 19th. Call 
543-5890. Ask for Neil. 0364
RIDE NEEDED to Rapid City, S.D. Can leave any 
time after 3:30, Dec. 16. Call Jim at 243-4338. Keep 
trying. 036-4
RIDE NEEDEp to S. Francisco area or anywhere 
Northern Ca. Leave Dec. 17 or after. Share 
expenses etc... Call Tony 728-8618. 035-4
2 RIDERS NEEDED to INDIANAPOLIS. Leave Dec. 
23. return Jan. 3. Call Todd at 243-5127 or 246 
2616. 035-4
NEED RIDE FOR 1 to MID-WEST. Leaving Dec. 15 
and BACK FOR 2 arriving in Msla. by Dec. 31. Will 
help with gaa/driving. Call 549-8671 or 549-6884.
035-4
TWO PEOPLE need ride to N.Y. Leave after Dec. 16. 
Call Bruce, 549-8071 after 6 p.m. 0365.
NEED A RIDER/DRIVER to Minot, No. Dakota. 
Leaving approx. Dec. 15. Call Gail at 7263026.
0364
RIDE WANTED returning from Nebraska after 
Christmas break. Call before 9:00 and after 5:00, 
5461938. 0365
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago (Wheaton) III. Will share 
driving and expenses. Can leave after 12 noon 
Thursday. Dec. 16th. Call 728-3432 evenings.
035-4
RIDE WANTED. SF area. Approx. Dec. 15—Jan. 2. 
Share gas, driving. Call collect eves.: Sue —1-726 
8705. 035-5
IS ANYONE out there heading southeast for the 
holidays? A mild-mannered dog & I would sure 
like a ride to Hays, Kan. (% way between Den. & 
K.C. on 1-70) Will help with gas & driving. 
Sandy—7267239. 034-4
RIDE NEEDED to Sun Valley. Can leave anytime 
between Dec. 16th and 20th. Will share driving and 
expenses. Call 5462747. Ask for Karen. 034-4
RIDE NEEDED to San Diego or Southern Calif. Can 
leave Dec. 15th. Will share gas and driving. Call 
Joe at 542-2563. 034-4
RIDE NEEDED to central Colorado after exams. 
Contact Austin Fox, 607 Aber, 243-4340. Will 
share expenses & what not. 034-4
NEED A ride to Denver, Colorado for Xmas holiday. 
Willing to share driving & expenses. Jaye Pickarts. 
792-8321, ext 214, between 8 & 5. M-F. 034-4
RIDES NEEDED to NYC over Christmas. Will share 
expenses & driving. 7269612, ask for #60.
034-4
NEED RIDE for 1 to Sioux Falls, S.D. Can leave Dec.
11. Call 728-3432. 034-6
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago forChristmasBreak. Will 
help driving expenses. Call Tim at 728-4178.
0367
11. FOR SALE
1964 FORD Galaxy 500. Call 542-2434 evenings or 
weekends. $225. 037-3
1977 CALENDARS now in stock at the Associated 
Student Store. 037-2
SELMER ALTO SAX. $400. Very good condition. 
2462030. 037-1
H7615 SNOW TIRES with rims. 4-ply $45. Used 
once. 549-5473. 037-2
FOUR 76615 snow tires. Used but in good 
condition. $60. 728-5437. 037-3
KASTLE160 DOWNHILL skis, POLES, Size 5 ladies 
BOOTS. 7267797. 0364
KASTINGER SUPER SPIDERS, really new. size 8 
(Men's) 7262446. 0362
A-Z-CAR ski-rack, half price. 549-5733. 0363
TRAPPEUR COMP ski boots, sz. 11%, excellent 
condition. $40. 721-1997. 036-4
1-12 STRING guitar, decent. $50. 7263143 after 5 
p.m. 0363
SNOW TIRES, new. F7614. 549-4881. 0362
TURQUOISE & INDIAN JEWELRY: See our 
selection and save. The Memory Banke, 140 East 
Broadway. 0367
GOOD DEAL! Hundreds of used albums & tapes, 
fully guaranteed. Largest stock in Western 
Montana. The Memory Banke. 140 E. Broadway, 
downtown. 7265780. 0367
MAROON ‘57 Chevy pickup. Good condition. Call 
7260919 after five. 0367
12. AUTOMOTIVE
‘69 TOYOTA Corona, good condition. $400. Call 
549-5826 Ask for Anne. 037-3
73 DODGE van. fully customized. 549-5820.
037-3
'63 RAMBLER. Good tires, engine heater. $100.546 
3473. 0362
16. WANTED TO RENT
COUPLE NEEDS 1-Bdrm. apt. or house for winter 
quarter. Preferably close to campus. 7267038.
0362
17. FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT — female only — ph. 549-6017.5 
to 8 p.m. weekdays or all day week-ends. 036-4
LARGE TRAVELING kennel. Call 7262786. 035-3
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted by same to split $135 
and electricity. One block from campus. 721-1523.
037-3
FEMALE TO share trailer. $60 plus half the utilities. 
543-6355. 037-3
WOULD LIKE to share my house with a student. Not 
far from school. Inquire at 315 Jefferson. 035-5
FEMALE NON-SMOKER to share apt Close to 
school. Call 7266626. 0362
SHARE 2 Bdrm. house. Rob. 7261950. L.A.206 
0362
20. MISCELLANEOUS
INTERESTED IN Micro Computers? Building your 
own demonstration Thurs. afternoon & evening. 
LA10. 037-2
STUDENTS EXPRESS your pubesence! Sign up 
now for beard & moustache contest in lobby of the 
forestry school. 036-4
Rich?
(CPS) — The U.S. is suffering from 
another shortage, Fortune magazine 
reports. It’s not oil, natural gas or 
toilet paper, but billionaires. 
Billionaires? Billionaires.
According to Fortune only two 
people who count their cash in ten 
figures are still living in the U.S. They 
are insurance tycoon John D. Mac 
Arthur and industrialist Daniel K. 
Ludwig This billion dollar pair take 
over from Howard Hughes and J. 
Paul Getty, both o! whom have 
moved on to that big bank vault in the 
sky.
Mac Arthur told Fortune he didn't 
realize he was so rich. “ If I'm rich, I 
don't know it," he said. “ I work for 
companies that are rich as hell and I 
own all the stock, so maybe that 
makes me rich,” he added.
In case you're worried, the Internal 
Revenue Service reports there will be 
371,000 American millionaires by the 
end of this year. In case you're 
wondering how you, too, can make a 
million or a billion, both Ludwig and 
Mac Arthur dropped out of school 
after eigth grade.
&
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VETERANS
‘ADD TO  YOUR SUCCESS’
°4 i%
m \
Let me explain how one 
elective course added to your 
schedule next quarter can 
enhance your future in any 
career field.
Please contact me:
Major Bill Holton 
243-2681 or 243-4191 
Rm. 102, Men’s Gym Bldg.
Open Noon-2 a.m. 
231 W. FrontTwo UM symbols competing
A new, unofficial logo for the 
University of Montana is slowly 
replacing the old one.
A logo is a symbol, such as CBS's 
eye, which represents an institution, 
corporation or some other entity.
The new logo was developed 
about two years ago by Kirk 
Johnson, an employer of Graphic 
Design Services in the University 
Center.
Since that time the logo has been 
used on several university 
publications, including the 1975 
Campus Guide, the quarter calen-
K j n %  The old
dars and the 1976-77 faculty-staff 
telephone directory.
Thomas Bryan, Graphic Design 
Services director, said that although 
the logo is “unofficial," it has been 
accepted and used by many 
university departments.
Johnson said the logo cost about 
$100 to develop.
President Bowers approved the 
use of the new logo, but has not 
made it the official logo of the 
university, he said.
Bryan claimed that the old logo 
was .not very “artistically done” and 
that the new one is an improvement.
A logo is very important to the 
university because it is part of the 
school’s image, he said. The image is
The
new
important because it can attract 
more students to the university, he 
said.
Bryan said that after his 
department designs a letter head 
presentation with the new logo, 
Bowers may make the logo official.
Not necessary to do without 
to conserve, energy official says
By DANIEL S. DOYLE
Montana Kalmln Reporter
Energy conservation does not 
have to mean doing without, but it 
means doing better with what Mon­
tana has, Jerry Toner, a Montana 
energy conservation officer, said 
Monday night.
Toner spoke to about 100 persons 
gathered at Union Hall, 206 E. Main, 
for a public hearing on a proposed 
Montana energy-conservation plan.
The hearing was conducted by the 
Montana Energy and Magne­
tohydrodynamics Research and 
Development Institute (MERDI). 
MERDI is preparing the plan under a 
contract from the Montana Energy 
Advisory Council (MEAC). MERDI 
was formed last year to study 
alternative energy forms.
Toner, a member of MEAC 
Chairman Lt. Gov. Bill Christiansen’s 
staff, said MEAC wants “Montanans 
to be comfortable with their energy- 
conservation plan.”
The. interim report on MERDI’s 
plan stated that energy did not have 
to be conserved by “closing Mon­
tana’s industries or not heating Mon­
tana’s homes."
It said Montana’s energy could go 
farther by substituting other 
resources, such as careful workman­
ship, time and money, for energy.
Suggestions
Among other things, the report 
suggested:
• Montanans have additional in­
sulation and double-glazed windows 
in their homes.
• using "waste" heat from industry 
to generate electricity.
• reduc ing  a g r ic u ltu ra l 
dependency on natural gas for 
fertilizer by using manure and crop 
residues.
• Montanans buy smaller cars with 
standard transmissions and drive 
them on radial tires. It also suggested 
the state set an example by purchas­
ing energy-saving vehicles for the 
state motor pool.
The report also gave a strategy for 
implementing parts of the plan 
through specific proposals to the 
legislature.
Pat Binns, who describes himself 
as the "Helena connection" and is 
MERDI's legislative coordinator, said 
what state government had done in 
energy conservation is not very 
significant.
He said the state’s efforts were 
hampered by its reliance on 
traditional, “front-end" cost analysis 
as opposed to "life-cycle” cost 
analysis.
Binns said front-end costs are the 
initial costs of the program, but life- 
cycle costs also include long-range 
analysis of maintenance, operation 
and even salvage of equipment and 
buildings.
Different Situation 
As an example Binns said the state 
was in a different situation than a 
private contractor, who is concerned 
only with thecost of constructing the 
building and selling it quickly.
He said that since the state owns 
and operates buildings for many 
years, it should consider the effect of
an inefficient building on the general 
fund.
Binns said MERDI would 
recommend that the legislature urge 
the state to develop a system of life- 
cycle cost analysis.
Binns also said MERDI was con­
sidering suggesting a statewide 
building code which would make 
energy-efficient house designs man­
datory.
He said private builders were not 
concerned about later utility costs, 
and new owners could find their 
“utility bills are almost as much as 
their mortgage payment.”
Stan Rose, a member of the 
audience, suggested MERDI also 
devise a system of rating a house’s
Wednesday Evening 
Nordic Special 
Synthetic Ski, Boots, 
Bindings, Poles 
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& base preparation
increased utility efficiency to show 
its increased worth.
MERDI’s contract with MEAC runs 
through Jan. 31, 1977, when the 
finished proposal will be presented 
to the legislature by Toner.
John McBride, project director, 
said before the meeting that the con­
tract cost was $45,000. He said the 
money had been provided by the 
Federal Energy Agency (FEA) to 
help Montana develop a com­
prehensive energy-conservation 
plan.
McBride said the FEA stipulated 
that MEAC and MERDI had to study 
ways to improve or start car-pools, 
building codes and lighting stan­
dards and how to improve 
government procurement practices.
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FREE
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OPEN WEEKDAY EVENINGS
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NORDIC NIGHT AT SUNDANCE
Join us Wednesday 
Evening for an informal 
clinic on Cross Country 
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West Coast Band
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Pretentious spoof in Bad News Bears
Tl Business Analyst
This rechargeable handheld calculator features 
preprogrammed financial functions. Allows you to 
solve time and money problems such as compound 
interest, loans, mortgages, Investment yields, etc.
Special keys for financial data activate 
preprogrammed functions. Example: to compute 
compound interest and annuities, five keys are 
used: Interest rate, payment, number of periods, 
future value, and present value. Three keys 
dedicated to solving problems involving cost, 
selling price, and gross profit margins.
Internal linear regression program determines a 
best fit line for a set of data — useful in forecasting 
trends.
Includes reciprocals, squares, roots, powers, 
natural logarithms. g* scientific notation, and 15 
sets of parentheses.
Tl Business Analyst comes complete with vinyl 
carrying case, fast charge battery pack. AC 
adapter/charger.
Now Showing at the 
Village Twin, Cinema I
By NICK GERANIOS
Montana Kalmln Reviewer
What could be funny about little 
leaguers cursing like sailors and 
drinking beer? Plenty, if it's handled 
right. The Bad News Bears makes the 
most of its rather cutesy script and 
produces an evening of solid 
entertainment.
The story traces the development 
of a ragtag team coached by swim­
ming-pool cleaner and drunk Walter 
Matthau. The Bears are the worst 
team since the early New York Mets. 
They can't field, hit, or run. 
Understandably they're down. The 
reluctant coach Matthau is forced to 
take drastic measures to keep the 
team together.
He recruits Tatum O'Neal to pitch 
and Jackie Haley, the town hood, to 
play outfield. With their assistance 
the Bears promptly become “bad 
news" to the rest of the league. They 
advance all the way to the cham­
pionships and in the last inning they 
. . .  well. I’ll let the viewer find out for 
himself.
The story is comic but it cuts 
deeper. The second level shows the 
desperate urge for success that will 
drive some parents to physical and 
mental abuse of their children. This 
is handled well here, although the 
overexaggeration of the parents 
takes away the believability. When 
Vic Morrow slaps his son off the 
pitching mound, it alienates the 
audience as well as the boy.
The Bad News Bears is a preten­
tious spoof. It wants to say 
something; just what isn't exactly 
clear. Bill Lancaster has produced an 
excellent script, full of witty
background dialogue and ripe with 
one-liners. Michael Ritchie, the 
director, is good at this type of show. 
He knows how to handle his actors. 
And with children, that can make all 
the difference in the world.
Old-pro Matthau certainly needed 
no handling. He delivered a flawless 
performance as a broken down 
minor leaguer, (he once struck out 
Ted Williams in spring training), who 
pretends not to care, but eventually 
gets caught up in the Bears' engag­
ing net. His role was played with such 
ease I was hardly aware of his 
presence. His emotional depth, 
however, stands out in the end.
Tatum O'Neal, the girl pitcher who 
turns the team around, is good in her 
role, but it's almost a character part. 
She has a few scenes with Matthau 
that are good, but for the most part 
she's just another player. Her main 
talents in this film are cursing and 
reminding people she's a girl.
The other kids are fine. They are 
mostly non-professionals and they 
steal the show.
The Bad News Bears may be the 
best comedy of this year. It isn't the 
funniest movie, (Marathon Man 
draws the most laughs), but you'll get 
your money’s worth.
It's really everything you want in a 
spoof. It has comedy tragedy, wit, 
and sarcasm. It pokes fun at an 
American institution that has been 
under attack for several years, little 
league baseball. And the most comic 
parallel between fact and fiction is 
that in a kids game, it's the adults 
who are doing the attacking.
p r e v i e w s
ART
Jack Burnham, noted author and 
art critic, will present a free lecture 
on art criticism Friday at 8 p.m. in the 
Science Complex, room 131.
FILM
Illusion Travels By Streetcar, a 
foreign satire film, is aboutmundane,
BAKKE WINTER RETREADS 
“The Snow Stormer”
We can't keep the snow from falling . . .  but we can 
guarantee that you won't find yourself stuck in 
a storm if you own a set of
BAKKE WINTER RETREADS
• orbitread-built electronically with 
no splice...that's a sign of quality.
•  Voit Wintermaster rubber gives you 
deep-biting traction in wet snow 
conditions.
• Pinned for studs
■A  bull in the snow...a whisper on 
pavement.
All these qualities . . .  yet at about 
half the cost you'd pay for a 
comparable new winter tire.
BAKKE WINTER RETREADS 
Passenger cars - 4-Wheel Drives
Small Medium Large
*15.95 *19.25 *20.35
plus .52 let. plus .75 let. plus.87 let.
P rices  include m ounting  a n d  balancing  w ith  re tre a d a b le  
casing  tra d e -in .
340 West Pine SOI California
predictable and routine society. The 
instrument of the satire is a half- 
crazed streetcar, taken for one last 
ride by its affectionate conductor 
and driver. The streetcar roves 
through the city picking up, free of 
charge, butchers, orphans,. 
American tourists and crooked 
politicians. The film will be in the UC 
Ballroom tonightat9p.m. Admission 
is free.
East of Eden, a modern version of 
the Cain and Abel story based on the 
novel by John Steinbeck, will be
showing in the Copper Commons 
Friday at 9 p.m. Starring James 
Dean, the film won Academy Awards 
for best director and best supporting 
actress. Admission is free.
MUSIC
A concert by the University of 
Montana Jazz Workshop to raise 
funds fo r the workshop's 
participation in theColtege Jazz Fes­
tival next spring will be presented 
Saturday in the University Theater at 
8 p.m.
Santa’s 1  
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ALL Short Dresses..............................................* 7 5 0 0  "
ALL Blouses.........................................................20% oft I
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Select Sportswear...............................................j$0ff I
ALL Jeans.................................................. 30% off
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Dissent, resistance divide 
nuclear groups, Black says
Law School accreditation 
still unsure, dean says
By DAN STRUCKMAN
Montana Kalmln Reporter
71̂ 2 "
By JERI PULLUM
Montana Kalmin Reporter
The difference between dissent 
and resistance separates two Mis­
soula groups that both work for 
nuclear disarmament, according to a 
member of one of the groups.
Bryan Black, a University of Mon­
tana associate professor of 
philosophy and a member of the 
Mountain-Life Community (MLC), 
said that his group believes in non­
violent resistance that includes 
breaking the law if necessary to 
make its point.
"If the police want to bust us, we 
are delighted," he said.
However, the Montanans for 
Nuclear Disarmament (MND) 
believes in dissent that stops short of 
breaking the law. Black said.
MND uses "traditional channels" 
such as writing letters, sponsoring 
speakers and visiting missile sites to 
work for disarmament, according to 
Meyer Chessin, UM botany profes­
sor and member of MND.
‘Little Concern’
Chessin said that Montanans out­
side of Missoula show "disap­
pointingly little concern” for the 
nuclear weapons question.
MND was formed last winter after 
two anti-nuclear development 
speakers lectured at UM. The two 
were George Kistiakowski, Dwight 
Eisenhower's science adviser, and 
Philip Berrigan, anti-war activist and 
founder of life communities.
This summer, some of the 
members of MND felt that more ac­
tion was necessary to work for 
nuclear disarmament, Black said, so 
they split off from the group and 
formed the Mountain Life Com­
munity.
On ,Oct. 9 four members of MLC, 
including Black, were arrested while
digging a grave on the Missoula 
County Courthouse lawn.
This is one of the'"symbolic ac­
tions" that life communities in the 
United States use to demonstrate the 
danger of nuclear weapons, Black 
said. The grave symbolizes the idea 
that a country with the power to kill 
millions of people should dig the 
graves for those people, he said.
Two other forms of symbolic ac­
tion are used by life communities, he 
said.
One was used by the Missoula 
group on Veteran's Day at 
Malmstrom Air Force Base in Great 
Falls where members chained 
themselves to a coffin at the base en­
trance.
This was to demonstrate that Mon­
tanans are "chained to a death- 
house,” Black said. Missiles located 
throughout northern Montana are 
controlled at Malmstrom.
Blood onto Files
The other symbolic act is the pour­
ing of blood onto nuclear weapons 
files to emphasize the death that the 
weapons can cause, he said.
Both grbups have worked hard to 
generate concern in Great Falls 
about the nuclear weapons at the 
base there, Chessin said. But, he said 
that because of the money that base
brings into thecity, it is difficult to get 
them to oppose the missiles.
This fall, the group sent letters to 
all candidates for state offices asking 
for their opinions about nuclear 
disarmament. He said that members 
of the group “aren’t very excited" 
about the rate that nuclear 
disarmament matters are moving in 
Montana through politicians.
Another thing the group has been 
pushing isa cutback in the number of 
missiles at Malmstrom, he said. After 
such a cutback, the United States 
could ask for reciprocation by the 
Soviet Union.
Moratorium on Testing
Chessin said that one of the best 
steps toward disarmament would be 
a moratorium on nuclear weapons 
testing.
Both Chessin and Black said that 
anti-war movements in the 60s were 
the beginnings of nuclear 
disarmament groups.
But Black said the movement now 
is a “one-on-one" type of recruiting 
that does not depend on a “hot issue” 
like the war to create public opinion. 
Nuclear disarmament is a 
"deliberate" movement to convince 
people that the nuclear issue in­
volves the “denial of life," he said.
He said that the life communities 
are working for a "new order of 
society" where “technology is sub­
ject to humanity” instead of the other 
way around.
He said that the groups want to 
convince people to take full res­
ponsibility for the condition of the 
world instead of blaming 
government. In that context, he said, 
the people in the life communities 
are close to the idea of anarchism 
where no government would be able 
to take the blame.
Life communities, including the 
Pacific Lifp Community in Seattle 
and the Great Lakes Life Community 
in Michigan, try to start resistance by 
symbolic actions then back the ac­
tions by establishing communes, 
Black said.
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Whether the University of Montana Law School will retain its accreditation 
will not be known for another three weeks, Law School Dean Robert Sullivan 
said yesterday.
Sullivan said the American Bar Association (ABA) central committee for 
legal education is meeting in Washington, D.C. this week. If “history is an in­
dicator," he said, “it will take two or three weeks" for their decision to reach 
UM by mail.
Last March, the Board of Regents made a special allocation of $121,000 to 
the school after the ABA told UM that the law school ran the risk of losing ac­
creditation if more funds were not forthcoming.
The allocation, which was to be used to raise faculty salaries and to improve 
the law school library, drew protest from other UM academic departments.
Richard Solberg, dean of the College of Art and Sciences, said the ABA's 
pressure "smacked of heavy-handed unionism."
But UM was forced to return most of the allocation a few weeks after it was 
granted when the regents reached an agreement with the legislature to return 
$2.2 million in unused money at the end of the fiscal year.
In October, the ABA sent a committee to investigate the UM law school. 
Sullivan said the committee's preliminary reports have reached him, but he 
declined to reveal their contents.
The funding shortfall for the law school causes Sullivan concern, he said, 
but he is optimistic that the ABA will take a "wait-and-see" stance pending 
the meeting of the next legislature.
"You just have to beoptimistic,” he said, “because if you aren't you migt]t as 
well just fold up your tent and take it down."
Ames requests due Monday
All candidates for the Doctor of 
Education degree who will be 
enrolled Winter and Spring Quarters 
of 1977 are eligible to apply for the 
Walter Ames Memorial Award. The 
award is $150 and the deadline for
applications is Monday. Applications 
are available in the School of 
Education office.
Ames, who died in 1965, was a 
professor of education at the 
University of Montana.
A CHRISTMAS FAIR
Dec. 8 - 9
Missoula Artists & Craftsmen 
University Center Mall 10-5 p.m.
Buy your gifts early!
CHARTER FLIGHT 
CHRISTMAS, 1976
CHICAGO FLIGHT #5431
Leaves Missoula 7:25 p.m. 
Arrives O’Hare 11:50 p.m.
NEW YORK FLIGHT #5331
Leaves Missoula 8:30 p.m. 
Arrives Kennedy 2:20 a.m.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1976
f O V i
I  V f t
Y o u c a n to o !
Call: 728-4010
What you hear may change your life!
Missoula planning poor, 
but improving, official says
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
Missoula has been a victim of poor 
land-use planning in the past, but 
that is changing, a Missoula Plan­
ning Board member said last week.
Evan Denney, president of the 
board, told about 80 people in the 
University of Montana Science Com­
plex that problems caused by lack of 
planning include the hazardous 93 
Strip, lack of parks, urban 
development in surrounding 
canyons and a dying city center.
"But citizens are beginning to 
question why Missoula is not 
designed for people,” Denney said. 
"The future of our community will be 
what our citizens make it. Today's 
p la n ne r m ust c o rre c t the 
accumulated errors of the past. 
Strong, well-designed regulations 
are a prerequisite.”
Denney made his comments dur­
ing the ninth lecture in the forestry 
school's Perspectives in Resources 
Planning program. Also speaking 
was John Crowley, Missoula County 
planner.
“ If planning is to be effective it 
must be taken to the people," 
Crowley said. Planners must con­
vince the public that they are not try­
ing to take away property rights.
Crowley explained that his office 
makes p lans fo r  zon ing , 
transportation, parking, public 
transportation, parks and recreation, 
funding, rehabilitation of substan­
dard housing and landscaping.
Excitement in Planning
"Local planning is where the ac­
tion is" in Montana, he said. But 
planners and decision makers must 
understand each other or conflicts 
will develop.
Crowley said that planners 
sometimes become upset when 
governmental units do not adopt 
their plans. Also, local lawmakers 
view planners with suspicion, he 
added.
The goal of planners is to maintain 
a pleasing environment for a com­
munity, Denney said.
Planners get discouraged, he said, 
because people complain about 
the complexity of regulations. 
Many people see planning as 
another source of governmental 
interference, he added.
But, Denney contended, "precious 
little consumer protection exists in 
real estate," so land purchasers need 
to be protected by planners.
People need to understand the 
benefits of planning, according to 
Crowley. He said the best way to
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achieve that is to involve them in 
decision making.
Crowley said the planning board 
has spent a lot of money "to get the 
public to take an interest in the 
public's affairs."
Evidence of Involvement
He cited the county's com­
prehensive land-use plan that was is­
sued in July 1975 as evidence of 
community involvement. About 200 
people, divided into nine task forces, 
defined the good and bad points of 
the county and then formed goals for 
future development that were in­
corporated into the plan.
People are expressing their ideas 
for land use both directly to the plan­
ning board and through their elecfed 
representatives, Crowley said.
“The public is receiving the level of 
planning and the level of land-use 
control it wants,” he concluded.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Company 
disability and sick leave programs do 
not have to include coverage for 
pregnancy, the Supreme Court ruled 
yesterday.
The court said in a 6-3 decision 
that a General Electric disability 
benefits plan that excludes 
pregnancy coverage does not 
violate the Civil Rights Act or the 
equal protection safeguards of the 
Constitution.
The decision brought immediate 
reaction from women's rights 
groups, with Karen De Crow, 
president of the National 
Organization for Women, calling It 
"insulting to every mother in the 
country.”
“The court stated that men and 
women are treated equally under 
such a plan because, If a man is 
pregnant, he will be treated in the 
same manner as a woman. Such a 
definition of sex discrimination is 
indeed unique," she said.
Linda Dorian, the attorney who 
wrote a brief on behalf of the federal 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission In support of women
workers, called the decision “the 
most significant reversal women's 
rights groups have had in the 
courts.”
And, David J. Fitzmaurice, 
president of the International Union 
of Electrical Workers, said he will 
seek legislation to make dis­
crimination because of pregnancy 
illegal.
A GE spokesman at company 
headquarters in Fairfield, Conn., said 
"we’re very pleased" with the 
decision. He declined to estimate 
how much money it would save the 
company.
The decision, according to GE’s 
arguments throughout the long legal 
battle, saved American industry $1.3 
billion a year.
“Gender-based discrimination 
does not result simply because an 
employer's disability benefits plan is 
less than all-inclusive," Justice
William Rehnquist said in the court's 
majority opinion.
Chief Justice Warren Burger and 
Justices Potter Stewart, Byron 
White, Lewis Powell Jr. and Harry 
Blackmun concurred. Justices 
WiUiam Brennan Jr., Thurgood 
Marshall and John Paul Stevens 
dissented.
Brennan took the court's majority 
to task for ignoring what he said was 
a long history of GE discrimination 
against women workers. He called 
the company’s “discriminatory at­
titude" a motive in its policy.
Brennan, the pre-eminent leader 
of the court’s liberal minority, noted 
that GE originally offered no benefit 
plan to female workers because, in 
the words of one history of the com­
pany, “women did not recognize the 
responsibilities of life for they 
probably were hoping to get married 
soon and leave the company.”
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